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LOSS OF EPISTEMIC DIVERSITY
ACADEMIC HISTORIOGRAPHY IN POST-1950 NEPAL
Yogesh Raj

Introduction
This article analyses the grammar of academic history produced at three key
institutions (loosely defined) beyond the university system in the post-1950
Nepal. A grammar of history reveals how certain forms of text generate a
sense of the past at certain times and places, and why. The sense of the past
is fundamental to both understanding the meaning in the pattern of the past
events and explaining why those events happened in that pattern. Such a
sense of the past is produced when certain statements are structured with
specific rules of evidence. All true, false and fictive statements may at times
sound (or, read) as if they accurately report the past events. In this way,
while one aspect of the sense of the past originates from the empirical
verifiability of the statements which purport to be historical, the other aspect
originates from the organisation of the text. It means that the reality effect is
generated as the text relates certain statements of evidence to the statements
of claims in specific ways, else it will not be.
A close attention on texts, and on textual devices employed in them to
generate the reality effect, will distinguish this study from the positivist
strand of historiography literature which is concerned more with the contexts
of historical knowledge production. That literature examines three sorts of
contexts: the social parameters and processes of production of historical
texts (Thapar 2013; Inden, Walters and Ali 2000), the knowledge about
contemporary society encoded in the texts (all historians use dated texts as
sources for eliciting contemporary information); and the ways the texts
themselves collate pre-existing materials to historicize the previous periods
(Evans 2010). The contextualist approach is different from yet another, more
literary strand which focuses on the ‘texts’ of historical narratives. A dominant
approach to historiography called meta-historical analysis aims to
deconstruct textual forms in terms of their intents and elements. But it suffers
from the problem of identity of history and fiction, and from the over-emphasis
on literary devices such as rhetoric and metaphor (White 1987, 1997;
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Ankersmit 1994; Raj 2012). To contrast, this article takes hermeneutics of
historiography as the problematic and sticks to the analysis of the rules of
evidence in the historical texts. The objective of focussing on such a specific
textual device is to point out to the possibility of writing history differently
than the orientation of the standard academic historiography at the moment
would allow for.
There is a reason for examining historical texts produced in the nonuniversity settings in Nepal. With the benefit of hindsight, it may be said
that the university system in Nepal expanded since the early 1960s. The shift
from a central national mono-university model to a multi-university model
catering to regional and disciplinary demands is one aspect of that growth.
The proliferation of multiple institutions each separately taking care of various
levels, distribution of public funds, course accreditation procedures,
professional practice and competence standards from a single degreeawarding, all-governing institution for the country’s entire higher education
sector is another. By the 1990s, the university system in Nepal had managed
to become the sole destination of all public and private, formal and informal
school students (Shrestha 1993; Bhatta 2007). The system grew gradually to
incorporate a variety of institutions, processes and practices of education in
the period. The development can be seen as the state monopolisation of
public academic activities. The monopoly remains, however, incomplete and
ineffective. Somewhere along this monopolising tendency of the university
system, the academic history writing landscape in Nepal lost its diversity in
the ways historical texts generated knowledge of the past. As this article
demonstrates, the diversity in that landscape could still be traced at the
margins of the burgeoning university system and beyond. By the end of the
20th century, such margins had further receded.
A few qualifications are in order at the outset. First, since the landscape
of the beyond is undertaken here vis-a-vis certain academic practices within,
the use of the term ‘outside’ does not automatically disallow one to care for
the university system. Second, this investigation is limited to those sites
which claim to produce academic historical knowledge and not to other
places which interpret the past in different forms. For instance, various
products of the ritual complexes and drama theatres have not been assessed
here despite acknowledging that they do generate equally powerful and
valid histories. Third, the institutions or institutionalized works of individuals
considered here are marked by certain practices which are reproduced by
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specific normative principles (Smith 2006) and not by their durability (although
the cases span at least a generation) or legal status (two of the cases were
registered as non-government organisations, NGOs). This stance towards
institutions helps in debugging the commonplace myth that academic
knowledge can originate only in formal academia such as universities and
other similar academic institutions, and in appreciating the significant role
played by the non-formal sites in shaping the dynamics of historical
knowledge production in Nepal (Raj and Onta 2014).
The objective of investigating the various rules of evidence employed in
the specific texts produced at the non-university landscape is as much to
demonstrate the significance of the hermeneutical approach to historiography
as to prompt studies on why Nepali historiography lost its epistemic diversity
in the particular period. The section to follow will differentiate the specific
stance of this paper from contextual studies on the one hand, and a class of
textualist studies on the other. The underlying aim of the new approach is to
argue that the rule of evidence is a key device that transforms a text into
history. In the third section, the discussion on the distinct locations of three
historical knowledge producing institutions/individuals, namely Nayaraj
Panta (1970–2059 v.s.) and Samshodhan-Mandal, the school Nayaraj
founded; M.C. Regmi (1986–2060 v.s.) and his Regmi Research (Pvt.) Ltd.;
and Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani (1987–2058 v.s.), will reveal different motivation
for their historical engagement. Consequently, they adopted particular textual
forms and, as the fourth section will show, distinct rules of evidence.
Notwithstanding such epistemic diversity in the contemporary history writing
landscape, the academic historians in Nepal within the burgeoning university
system followed exclusively the Anglo-American grammar of history. In their
writings, they embraced Regmi’s rule of evidence while discredited other
equally feasible grammars. As the non-university sites receded, the Nepali
historiography lost its epistemic diversity. The concluding section speculates
the reason for this loss of diversity by linking it to the wider informalityformality shift which countries like Nepal were witnessing in their polity,
economy and knowledge production in the latter half of the 20th century.

Hermeneutics of Historiography
The present textual enquiry into historiography on the whole significantly
differs from contextual studies. Consider that, for example, Romila Thapar’s
interest in examining the ancient Indian historical texts is kindled by her
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desire to know “how that [Indian] society viewed its past and why” (2013: 8).
She wants to investigate the ‘character’ of a society that is pointed out by
the kind of history it writes or fails to write. She approaches the Indian
historiography tradition for understanding the society which took historical
(re)production as a serious business, and not so much for learning how
history was written in the ancient past or how people in ancient India employed
certain strategies to render texts into history. Her interest is therefore primarily
social, and only secondarily, historiographical. Hence, while she is keen on
thinking about the emergence of specific genres in order to record the
‘tradition,’ she is more fascinated by the specific times at which such needs
became imperative. She is more excited by the status accorded to the keepers
of the tradition in those times, by the roles of audience in keeping specific
historical texts alive and current, by the social context of the making and
unmaking of a historical tradition, and by the ‘manipulation’ various social
groups employ for altering or appropriating such a tradition (Thapar 2013: 5).
A call for the textual orientation should not be confused, however, as a
plea for a return to the insular textual criticism, which to my reading, actually
never existed. Surely, textual criticism has been tended by several strands of
the Indological scholarship. As Inden, Walters and Ali (2000) aptly portray,
the dominant ‘textualist’ scholarship within Indology has held a monological
view of the text. It assumes an essence of the text that is distinct from its
substance and is located either in the psyche of the ‘author’ (simple as an
individual or complex as a community) or in the objectively verifiable linguistic
and supra-linguistic structures. The first (aestheticist) strand aims to recover
the features of the authors; the second (structuralist) wants to discover the
features of the contemporary contexts. Common to both strands, according
to these authors, is a belief that the text is a system of signs, it is a monologue
of the psyche of either its ‘author’ or of the objective conditions in which it
was generated and received.
Clearly, something can be gained if one dissolves the dichotomy between
author and context, and proposes the text to be a product of the dialogue
between the two. Texts can now be seen as dialogical in two senses: they are
in dialogue with others (dialectical) and for winning an argument (eristical).
Thus texts become political artefacts through which their authors develop
relationship with themselves and with others. Some texts articulate these
relations, others ‘classic’/‘foundational’ ones transform them. Borrowing
from deconstructionist approaches, Inden (2000) even proposes to read a
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text with a family of similar texts (‘supplements’) preceding and following it.
Keys to use and understand a text therefore lie in the ‘scale of texts,’ i.e., how
each text is located among and interpreted by its other supplements.
What gains may be made by this dialogical approach to texts? First,
unlike conventional scholarships, one can begin to see the producers and
users of the texts as possessing historical consciousness. Inden is, for
instance, prepared to concede that Medieval Hindu historians represent
humans as co-agents rather than instruments of gods. This is a view opposed
to others who, like Dipesh Chakrabarty, lament that the ‘Hindu’ historiography
was never secular (2002: 56). Evaluating the historical narratives of the
Theravada Buddhists, Inden is even prepared to state that “some medieval
Indians and Sinhalese were more historically-minded than have been many
modern thinkers in the West” (2000: 20). Second, the approach can help to
take texts as transient practices of human ordering of the world. Texts encode
the efforts to reorder the world. Now, historical accounts are always
underdetermined by evidence. Hence, there is a possibility of multiple
narratives based on the same set of evidences. But the emphasis should not
lead to demonstrate (like post-colonialist scholars do) the existence of the
fragments of reality or to decipher (like post-modern approaches propound)
the infinite play of signifiers alone. Instead, the emphasis should lead to link
the textual practice to the temporal and social formations. Such link could
result in seeing the texts either as inscriptions of the rearrangements of the
past or as prescriptions for marching towards certain ideals. The dialogical
approach to the texts can help scholars to locate the texts in history as well
as through them to discover the history these texts reordered (Inden 2000:
3–28).
The approach developed in this article, however, differs from both
monological and dialogical readings of texts in that its interest lies primarily
in learning to imitate writing of the historical texts, and only secondarily in
understanding the ‘authors’ or in linking the forms of the texts to the external
formations. Hence, Inden (and Schnellenbach 1995 before, and Slaje 2008
after him) takes Kalhana, an early medieval Kashmiri historian, to have all
three ‘foundations’ of modern academic history, namely, sense of
anachronism, rules of evidence and causality. They held Kalhana as an
example to make claims about historicality in the Indian texts. My interest, in
contrast, is in Kalhana’s grammatical devices that allowed him to exhibit a
variety in which these elements are played out in his texts. Specifically, I am
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not much interested in pragmatic devices, such as Hayden White’s tropes,
by which one could investigate the textual construction of the past. For,
certain limitations of taking rhetoric as a key element in such construction
are obvious: many non-narrative historical texts exist in South Asia, while
causality and explanation are only two among many ways people in the
subcontinent derive the sense of the past. Such diversity in the forms of
available historical texts in South Asia requires us to formulate new ways of
classifying the available array of narrative and non-narrative historical texts
(a task I attempted in Raj 2012), but also expects from us a careful examination
of the linguistic strategies that makes a text, history. As a preliminary step
towards the latter enterprise, this article investigates the ways in which rules
of evidence vary in the set of historical texts, produced simultaneously at
the non-university landscape during the post-1950s Nepal. The objective is
as much to demonstrate the significance of the hermeneutical approach for
the debates on historiography as to prompt studies on why the Nepali
academic historiography gradually lost its epistemic diversity as the
university system began encompassing the non-formal sites of historical
knowledge production described here.
A hermeneutical approach to historical texts taken in this article can
influence the writing of history in at least three ways. Firstly, it will reveal the
textual devices for generating a sense of the past. It will help answer the
questions related to the sorts of linguistic tools which create such a sense:
Is the use of the grammatical ‘past’ construction of sentences in isolation or
in a series sufficient for making a text historical? Can an explicit chronology
or temporal adverbs appended in sentences create such effect? Do the
techniques of historicising the past, for instance, consist in analogizing the
present with other times, or say, recreating the past in the image of the
present to legitimize contemporary practices? Or, will providing rhetorical
prologues that vouch for the objective reality of the described events do
(Spiegel 1997)? A close attention to the text may allow us to discriminate, in
short, history from the past.
The second advantage is that the approach may help us distinguish
history from other modes of representing the past. Some traditions in the
Indian subcontinent, for instance, have conceived history as a discursive
site where statements like ‘this has happened’ occur (Guha 2002: 60). In the
nineteenth-century Europe, history was seen predominantly as narrative
emplotments (White 1973). These literary approaches to historiography
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accept all narratives of the past as history. Consequently, the past becomes
fiction in these traditions and like fiction, a rarefied world constructed out of
words. Representations and interpretations become battling grounds for
historians. Yet the narrativist emphasis has abandoned a crucial requirement
of history that it has publicly verifiable correspondence with social events.
The present approach, therefore, will take us beyond the problem of
representation or interpretation in history and allow us to examine how textual
elements correspond to social events. It will help us think whether it is by
empiricism (i.e., the claim that events described can be verified by textindependent methods), or by the argument of reflection (i.e., the claim that
the text is organized to reflect reality) that a historical text maps onto social
reality. Similarly, the approach will help decipher the textual features that
make us reason on the plausibility of the description. In short, the
hermeneutical approach will reveal how statements in historical text are
structured so as to have the reality effect.
The most important advantage of the approach is that it will enable us to
investigate the rules of evidence employed in certain texts. Historical texts
consistently obey specific rules of evidence in order to qualify as verifiable
statements about the affairs in the past. These rules of evidence include
benchmarking the expected quality and number of evidence as well as a
typology of evidential structure of narrative. A close attention to the rules of
evidence will provide us tools to discriminate whether verbatim extracts from
the previous, more authoritative writers qualify them as evidence or the
signs of source criticism are enough. Alternately, it will help us question
whether the strategy of explicit but casual references to independently
verifiable contemporary events significantly enhances the credibility of
fictitious events. In brief, then, the approach will facilitate the enquiry into
the grammar of historical texts produced outside academia insofar as they
reveal the possibility of writing credible history differently than it is practiced
within.

Diverse Historiography Locations
I will take three Nepali men/institutions to show that they embody three different
world views. Nayaraj Panta (1970–2059 v.s.) was born into a Brahman family
somewhat related to the Shah royal household as priests and precepts. His
maternal grandfather, Pandit Bhuvannath Pande, brought many tales of intrigues
and massacres in the palace to the child Nayaraj and awakened in him a lifelong
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curiosity about the meanings of human actions and follies. The immediacy and
richness of these accounts contrasted well with the skeletal narratives available
in English books Nayaraj would later read and hold as the source of poverty in
Nepali historical imagination.1 During his college years in Banaras, Nayaraj
came to the view that Nepali scholars would start trusting their own traditions
if they could unshackle their minds colonized by the modern education. In
Kathmandu, he founded a school Samshodhan-Mandal Pathashala to
experiment on the Gurukul-style pedagogy and curricula, consisting of
(a) rote learning of key Sanskrit texts, (b) mastery of mathematical astronomy
and (c) ability to decipher and interpret Nepali historical materials.2 Many of
the Samshodhan-Mandal scholars went on to become reputable historians in
their right, and while most of their revisions of basic chronology and axis of
historical events have stood the test of time, their statist interpretive framework
has attracted criticisms (N. Panta 2059 v.s., 2061 v.s., 2069 v.s., 2069[2043] v.s.;
Raj and Onta 2014).
Although distantly related to Nayaraj, Mahesh Chandra Regmi (1986–
2060 v.s.) found himself engaged in historical research through translation
services he first provided as a job-seeking person to an American scholar
then residing in Nepal. In 1957, Regmi began a private research center to
bring out periodicals that compiled the translations of Nepali press, official
gazette and historical documents in various government offices. In 1960, he
received support from the University of California to undertake a historical
study on Nepal’s agriculture and revenue system. His contributions to
economic history of Nepal have been widely recognized, including with a
Ramon Magsaysay award (Gaenszle 1992, Onta 2003). His theses on the
extractive character of the Nepali state formation in the early 19th century is
enshrined as the doxa of Nepali academic scholarships, oft-repeated but
never really scrutinized for their empirical basis.
1

I have reverted to the Nepali form of addressing an individual by his/her first name,
but in case of Mahesh Chandra Regmi, who has been referred to by his surname Regmi in
the existing studies on Nepali historiography, law and economics in English, I have
retained the convention.
2
Nayaraj Panta was awarded with the Doctor of Letters (D.Litt) Honoris Causa by the
Tribhuvan University for his “activities to preserve the Gurukul tradition.” A key exponent
of the Samshodhan-Mandal and Nayaraj’s son Maheshraj Panta, however, questions whether
the term accurately describes the non-religious environment and study routine at the
school (Panta 2060 v.s.: page not mentioned; Paudel 2060 v.s.: 23).
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Our third protagonist is Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani (1987–2058 v.s.) who was
born into an aristocratic family of the Kathmandu Malla court treasurers.
Tirthalal’s childhood was not an easy one, both materially and emotionally.
He matriculated from a public school, entered into the government
administrative service as a Lekhandàs-Sipàhã in 2005 v.s. and retired from
the service as a Nàyab Subbà in 2047 v.s. Tirthalal’s association with pioneer
Nepalbhasha revivalists such as Chittadhar Hriday and Prembahadur
Kansakar led him to read poems and stories in the public meetings, to publish
a handwritten (and later printed) magazine Jhã, and to run a printing press at
his family residence in Na:gha:, an inner quarter of the city of Kathmandu. He
also painted in the Paubha tradition, compiled catalogues of the photoalbums of both local places and events, prepared almanacs and practiced
Tantras. However, his mainstay was researches on medieval Nepali history
and culture. Tirthalal’s historical and cultural enterprise was characterized
by an extensive field research, in-depth archival work and conversational
style of writing. His contribution to Nepali history ranged from chronology
and epigraphy to cultural and anthropological history of the Kathmandu
Valley. He was known for his uncompromising views on the characteristics
of the Newar society and culture, and for his critique of the dominant revivalist
activism of various Newar organizations of his day. His writings on these
have been generally ignored (Maharjan and Raj 2013).
The brief biographical outlines show that intellectual pursuits of these
three individuals/institutions were distinctly motivated. Nayaraj wanted to
restore the glorious achievements of the Hindu traditional exact sciences
which he thought remain unblemished by the colonial appropriation. Regmi
sought to usher Nepali historiography into a contemporary kind of political
economic scholarship. Tirthalal wished to relive the medieval Newar ideals
of the public intellectual, who privately engaged in esoteric practices but
publicly remained a thorough cosmopolitan citizen.
The practice in historiography by these three individuals/institutions
can also be somewhat understood in terms of their location in specific
traditions of writing history. Regmi, for instance, conversed often exclusively
with the scholars in the US and Europe. Some of these scholars were interested
to comprehend the social and political dynamics of Nepal, as they saw her
emerging from the mythical Gorkhali land onto the stage of modern world
history. Although Regmi dedicated his 1971 book, A Study in Nepali Economic
History, 1768–1846, “[T]o my fellow countrymen, who have suffered much,”
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his history was intended primarily for the non-Nepali scholars. It was
published in the series Bibliotheica Himalayica and was edited by a country
representative of an UN body, was in English and with inputs from several
foreign scholars then living in Nepal. Merrill R. Goodall (d. 2002), a Johns
Hopkins PhD scholar and a consultant to the Nepal Government, presented
the book as “the first systematic appraisal of the economic and social
consequences of Nepal’s territorial unification by the Gorkhali rulers” (Regmi
1971: foreword). Goodall was thanked for “helpful suggestions” (Regmi 1971:
x). Leo E. Rose, a University of California at Berkeley professor, was
acknowledged for his “support and encouragement” (Regmi 1971: x). A longterm Jesuit resident Ludwig Stiller, another visiting political philosopher Ernest
Gellner and the third, a linguist, Boyd Michailovsky, all were credited for
“having critically studied the manuscript and given detailed comments,
criticism and suggestions” (Regmi 1971: x). In short, the intended audience
of the book mainly consisted of the American and Europeans, who were
either in Nepal as diplomats, missionaries, consultants and aid workers or,
after their previous sojourn in the country, were now keen on reading her
past in the light of rapidly changing global strategic interests of the late
1960s (Selby 2008). Regmi was familiar with the works of Nepali scholars, as
is evident by his numerous translations of their works in the Regmi Research
Series he edited and published around the same period. 3 Yet, his
acknowledgement lists a single Nepali name, Harka Gurung, and that was for
the maps and not for any scholarly conversation.
It has been argued that the Regmi’s non-Nepali habitus was obvious
given the pioneering nature of his interventions. Hence, Onta wrote, “As he
pioneered the field of economic history in Nepal, there is no reason to look
for native intellectual sources that preceded Regmi (both scholars and works)
and may have influenced his work” (2003: 49). To the extent of its underlying
assumption about the absolute lack of political economic awareness in the
Nepali historical writings, this view may be said as simplistic. But it can
3
See, for example, Regmi’s translations of Baburam Acharya’s essay ‘Nepal, Newar
and the Newari Language’ in Regmi Research Series (RRS), Year 2, No. 1 (1970), pp. 1–15;
of the excerpts from a book by Nayaraj Panta and others ‘Teachings of the King
Prithvinarayan Shah’ in RRS, Year 3, No. 10 (1971), pp. 237–240; of Surya Bikram
Gyawali’s essay ‘Nanyadeva’ in RRS, Year 3, No. 10 (1971), pp. 221–223; and of
Chittaranjan Nepali’s essay ‘Nepal-Tibet Relations’ in RRS, Year 6, No. 6 (1974),
pp. 108–114.
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certainly be imagined as how Regmi himself saw the field before him. In the
preface of the book, Regmi therefore chooses to keep a distance from “[the]
etymological interpretation of their source materials, and their meticulous
care with which they pinpoint errors, and inaccuracies in date, name, place
and personal relationships” (1971: vii). This is the way some scholars fond
of interpretative histories still grossly portray the principles of source criticism
prioritized by the then increasingly influential historiography of the
Samshodhan-Mandal. Regmi views these works as, quoting John Madge, “a
dysgenic selection of immaterial and the futile” and quoting R.G. Collingwood,
“scissors and paste” effort (1971: vii). He sought a “modern conception of
history” (1971: vii), which, judging from John Madge’s own trajectory, was
essentially an extreme leftwing social history with the elite sensibilities.4 In
other words, Regmi can be located firmly in the Anglo-American
historiography of the 1960s, although judging by his citations, he was taking
Madge’s volume as an introduction to modern sociological method.
Nayaraj Panta viewed himself as applying the critical methodology
established in medieval Sanskrit astronomy to all of his knowledge pursuits.
He was particularly influenced by the style of medieval astronomer Bhaskar
(1171–1242 v.s.) and sought to meet Bhaskar’s exacting standards in almanac
preparation and historical criticism. Hence, Nayaraj wrote
Trusting the learned Bhaskar’s words that one should study only by examining
the matter carefully, I tried understanding Varaha[mihir], but my labour was in
vain. Then I found Lakshmipati’s footprints to some distance, but they soon
disappeared and my aim to examine the sky by the spherical method remained
unfulfilled. Many years were spent in merely memorising books. Then by
abandoning bias and becoming focussed, I decided to penetrate the texts by
testing them against the pure discriminatory self judgement. I also decided to
study history of my country by borrowing the tradition established by the
learned Bhaskar.5 (Panta 2069[2043] v.s.: 81)

4

This was Cyril Bibbly’s comment on the ideas of John Madge and his circle of
friends. See ‘Reminiscences of a Happy Life,’ Miscellaneous Personal Papers Box 8
(1985), Papers of Cyril Bibbly, Cambridge University, Department of Library and
Manuscripts. Madge’s contributions in sociological methodology were well acknowledged
by those interested in the 1960s (Anonymous 1969: 1).
5
My translation. The Nepali text runs as follows:

ljåfg\ ef:s/sf s'/fsg ;'gL /fd|f] k/LIff u/L
k9\bf dfq /x]5 jf:tj enf] eGg] s'/fdf k/L .
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Nayaraj adopted Bhaskar’s methodological scruples, and also the latter’s
pitch and tone in his writing. Hence, Nayaraj was greatly fascinated by the
latter’s maxim of calling a perceptible non-sense as a non-sense.6
While some may consider Nayaraj’s efforts as aiming to revive the ‘ancient’
vedic learning system, his case is more complex. Nayaraj’s own account of
his schooling shows that he was imbued with the early 20th century romance
of the urban Indian middle class in Banaras and Pune with their classical
heritage. The learning environment in Banaras was of course framed by the
British India officials’ wariness to modernize what they thought as the original
advancement in the Sanskrit learning (Panta 2069[2043] v.s.: 28–34). His formal
teacher in astronomy at the Queen’s College was Padmakar Dvivedi, the
youngest of the three sons of the renowned Pandit collaborator to the
Company indologists, Sudhakar Dvivedi (1855–1910). Padmakar had himself
first strayed into English education to enter into the colonial bureaucracy
like his elder brothers, but then learnt Sanskrit to become a Jyautish academic
solely at the behest of his mother, who feared an abrupt end to the Dvivedi
;f]xLdflkms k9\g pBd u/],F a]sf/ ef] pBd,
nfu]F lj1 j/fxsf] kl5, Totf ;fkmNo So} kfOgF ..
>LnIdLkltsf Totf clnstf e]§fOP kfOnf,
yf]/} b"/ k'u/] g} x'g uP To} kfOnf a]ktf .
hfFRg] v]r/nfO{ uf]nljlwn] wf]sf] To;} g} /Xof],
vfnL k':tssf] /6fOlt/d} Tof] sfn laQ} uof] ..
/fd|f] hfFu/ ;fy nL l:y/ eO{ 5f]8/] k"jf{ux|
hfFrL z'4 ljj]sn] ulxl/O{ ug{] :jo+ lg0f{o .
ljåfg\ ef:s/sf] k|yfsg lnO{ /fd|f] a;fnL tx
k9\g] k"js
{ yf :jb]zlt/sf d}n] u/]F lgZro ..
6

Panta’s favourite stanza from Bhaskara’s Siddhànta÷iromaõi Bhuvanako÷àdhyàya,
was this:

b'i6+ sGb'sk[i7hfnjlbnfuf]n] kmn+ hlNkt+
nNn]gf:o ztf+zsf]˜lk g ej]B:dft\ kmn+ jf:tjd\ .
tTk|ToIflj?4d'4tldb+ g}jf:t' jf j:t' jf
x] k|f9} f u0fsf ljrf/ot tGdWo:ya'bW\ of e[zd\ ..
(The surface area of a sphere is called Pristhaphala. Lalla has employed his imagination
to calculate the Pristhaphala of the earth. That is incorrect. The actual surface area is
not even one-hundredth of Lalla’s number. O mature astronomers! Call this perceptible
non-sense as a non-sense. Else call it correct, o mature astronomers, and be impartial in
discriminating the matter) (Panta 2069[2043] v.s.: 70; my translation).
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family’s reputation on the classical learning. From Padmakar, Nayaraj learned
the significance of comparative method which the latter would employ to
assess the Hindu and Greek mathematics and astronomy.7
Nayaraj was, however, more impressed by the strict Gurukul-style
teachings of an obscure Pandit Genalal Chaudhary, who probably taught in
the nearby Harischandra College and gave private tuitions to the flamboyant
pupils of the Queen’s. Nayaraj was also influenced by the reputation of
Pandit Bapudev Shastri (1821–1900), who was most successful among the
professors in Banaras to have earned veneration from both the colonial
Sahebs and native pandits. Nayaraj developed a life-long passion for early
medieval Sanskrit literature from Genalal and aspired for Bapudev’s ability to
master objects of his study. In short, Nayaraj was conversant with the trends
in contemporary Indian politics and popular culture, but he sought a
medievalist critique for purifying modern development. Thus, Nayaraj’s son
has portrayed him as someone “with a modernity that was unperturbed from
the West” (Panta 2065 v.s.: 3).8
One example of Nayaraj’s critical medievalism is his use of metrical forms
for writing history. This exercise in poetic history is no doubt Nayaraj’s
favourite distraction from his more regular essayistic genre. Nevertheless, it
serves to illustrate his historiographical location. Consider, for example, a
poem titled ‘From Kot Massacre to Jang Bahadur’
h]7f] 5f]/f] oxL xf], clws[lt o;s} xf];\ egL e"k vf]Hy],
sfG5Lsf] k|d
] jiff{ ;/; jrgn] tL ;w}F d'Uw x'Gy] .
5f]/f /fgL gldNbf srkr 3/df lgTo e} g} /xGYof],
/fhf /fh]G›nfO{ :ju[xsnxn] lgTo ;Gtfk lbGYof] ..!.. (Panta 2070 v.s.: 81)
(The king sought to award his eldest son the throne due to him. The king was also
mesmerized by the sweet loving talk of his youngest wife. The dissonance between
the son and the queen was regular. King Rajendra was tormented by the everyday
quarrels in his home.)

Nayaraj backed the composition of the stanza with several references. He
utilized a Nepali VaÉ÷àvalã, Henry Lawrence’s biography by Uttam Kunwar,
7
Padmakar Dvivedi introduced and edited Narayan Pandit’s two-part primer on
Mathematics Gaõitakaumudi (Dvivedi 1936, 1942).
8

The actual phrase used was æklZrdaf6

cgfqmfGt cfw'lgstfaf6 ;DkGg .Æ
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Henry A. Oldfield’s Sketches from Nipal (1880), and Jang Bahadur’s biography
(1983 v.s.) by Jaganmohan Varma in writing the verse.
Similarly, Nayaraj composed another poem called ‘The Kot Massacre’ as
follows:
uf]nL xfgL s;}n] uugsg lbof] /ftdf :ju{jf;,
of] ;'Gbf /fhkTgLÅbo x'g uof] qmf]wsf] vf; jf; .
/fhfsf kIfkftLx¿lt/ pgsf] leq zÍf pbfof],
Hofb} g} qmf]w r9\bf dlt klg pgsf] lrQb]lvg\ x/fof] ..

(Panta 2070 v.s.: 83)

(Someone shot the bullet and sent Gagana[simha] to the heaven. Anger froze
the queen’s heart when she heard the news. She suspected the hands of the king’s
followers in the incident. She lost all sense of judgement due to searing anger
within her.)

Five references adorn this canto (Image 1).

Image 1: Panta’s Canto on Gagansimha.

The early medieval history of Kashmir by Kalhana (fl. 1147–48) served as
the template for Nayaraj’s metrical form of history. Like Kalhana, Nayaraj wrote
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historical verse employing the highest degree of source criticism and empiricism.
Hence one may find strange stylistic parallels between Kalhana and Nayaraj,
separated as they were by eight centuries of historical awareness. Compare
Kalhana’s verse about a malicious queen in his magnum opus, Ràjtaraïgiõi.
Thus on the 12th day of the Bright half in the 4049th of this-worldly year, that
unchaste woman killed her own grandson.
Similarly, on the 5th day of the Bright half in the 4051st of this worldly-year,
the same woman killed her own second grandson Tribhuvan with sorcery. After
some time, the cruel queen put the third grandson Bhimagupta on the death
awaiting throne.
Around same time, the elderly minister Phalgun died. The queen Didda had
hidden her character and cruelty either fearing the minister or due to self pride.
After the minister passed away, the queen revealed her true self. She began
committing hundreds of crime and lifting her veil, roamed like a drunken elephant.
Sadly, some women belong to the high families but fall like the rivers from the
high mountains.9 (Ràjataraïgiõi, Stanzas 311–316)

Unlike M.C. Regmi and Nayaraj Panta, Tirthalal was filled with a sense of
inheritance both as a practicing Tantric householder and a custodian of the
family archive that housed collections of at least 12 generations. He did not
find himself doing history because he wanted to or he had any formal training
in the craft. He began historical research with the zeal of defending an
9

My translation. Kalhana’s original runs as follows:

jif{ PsfGgk~rfz] gLtM kIf] l;t] Ifod\ . ; dfu{zLif{åfbZofddfu{Jou|of tof .. #!!..
kf}ql:qe'jgf] gfd dfu{zLif{] l;t]˜xlg . k~rd]˜Ko]sk~rfz] jif{] tåQof xtM .. #!@..
cy d[To'ky] /fHogflDg :j}/+ lgj]lztM . q"m/of+ r/dM kf}qf] eLdu'Ktflew:tof .. #!#..
tl:dGgj;/] j[4M kmNu'0ff]˜lk JokBt . lgu"9qmf}ob{ f}MzLNof lb2f ob\uf}/jfbe"t\ .. #!$..
je"j ;f˜y ;':ki6b'i6r]i6fztf]Ts6f . e|i6jSqk6f dQblGtd{l" t{l/jf]Ts+6f .. #!% ..
dxflehghftfgfdlk xf l38\lg;u{tM . ;l/tfldj gf/L0ff+ j[lQlg{Dgfg';fl/0fL .. #!^ ..
Jogesh Chunder Dutt’s translation goes as this:
In the K.E. 49 in the month of Agrahàyana on the twelfth bright lunar day, she
killed the child. In the K.E. 51 in the month of Agrahàyana, on the fifth bright
lunar day, she killed her other grandson named Tribhuvan. The last surviving
grandson Bhimagupta, was murdered. In the meantime the minister Phalguna
was murdered. It was through him that her atrocities were partly concealed from
the public. She now appeared to her subjects in her hideous character. The
character of a woman, though born of high family, is low even as a river which
rises from the mountain but runs downwards. (Dutt 1879: 163–164)
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indigenous tradition from what he saw as whiggish tendencies in Nepali
historiography.
I am not an historian. I am not familiar with historical matters. This is not my
subject. I do not have therefore any passion for the craft. Neither do I have any
interest in it. But when our learned investigator Associate Professor Chunda
Vajracharya accused King Manadeva I of wrongdoings as regard to [the identity
of] Changunarayan and Hariharavahan Lokesvar, I began turning pages of the
Lichhavi and other inscriptions to respond to her. Then I wondered about the
beginning of the Nepal Samvat and the use of the Nepalbhasha.10

Tirthalal had some awareness of current historiography as he counselled
PhD students and collectors from the US and the UK, who arrived at his
residence to make sense of the ‘authentic’ Shaiva and Bauddha traditions in
the Valley. The students sought his audience to decipher certain knotty empirical
data, much before they would be engaged in its systematic theoretical analysis.
Tirthalal would sense the significance of his possession but not much beyond
that as the conversation would flow mostly in Hindi, Nepali and Newari in
what can be characterized as the informant-scholar relationship.
As Tirthalal began publishing the results of his field and textual enquiries,
he aspired to reproduce the Classical Newari historiography once popular in
the medieval Kathmandu Valley. The Chàta historiography, mostly preserved
in the manuscripts, was the dominant form of history writing from 14–19th
century, and because of its distinct linguistics and stylistics, represented to
Tirthalal the indigenous way of organising and interpreting the past (Raj
2012). While Tirthalal consistently wrote long essayistic pieces for public
consumption, he cherished a dream project of completing a Chàta history of
his own family lineage deity (New. âgaÉ). In this history, Tirthalal himself
appeared as a character among others.
Thus he wrote:
9. Tirthlalal Na:gha:bhani observed initiation rites (dikùyà) on the 9th day of the
Bright half in the month of Baishakh in 1066 n.s., 2002 v.s. Others [who did the
same on the occasion] were Bhupendraraj, his wife Chorimaiya and Shyamraj.
9. (sic) On the full moon of Pus in 1095 n.s., 2032 v.s., during the annual
consecration of the gold pinnacle, Rambahadur’s servant breached the secrecy

10

Na:gha:bhani Collections: Tirthalal Manuscripts. ‘Mhapuja,’ Folio a. 1108 n.s.
(2045 v.s.). Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani Library and Museum, Na:gha:, Kathmandu.
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of the âgaÉ during the former’s own turn. A quarrel ensued because Rambahadur
did not perform the repentance (÷àntisvasti) ritual.
10. On the 4th day of the Bright half in the month of Chait in 1095 n.s., 2032
v.s. Chait 21, Saturday, someone broke the padlock in the entrance of the
Mahadya: courtyard. The thief could not be apprehended. It was Kimat Bahadur’s
turn to look after the âgaÉ house.11

This history is similar in both content and style to the medieval Classical
Newari Chàtas. Compare, for example, with some of the published Chàta
samples.
On the 10th day of the Dark half in the month of Chait in 702 n.s., both the
silver and gold masks of Bhairava were stolen. They were found in the dark pit
near Ramnaga pond. (Kayastha 2058 v.s.: 5)
On the anniversary of the Guthi in NS 802, during the turns of Visvesvar and
Rayaju, first, a stray dog ate the curd kept in a container (dhaki). While managing
the impurity, another dog entered and touched the plate of worship. Upon
cleaning them, it rained surprisingly heavy and the day turned very cold. Then
the dog ate two ritual implements (neura). Afterwards two dogs ate a crow. That
was a big mishap (mahautpata). (Regmi 1966: 73)

And
In NS 602, Yakshamalla died.
On 10 Br(ight half of) Asoj, NS 775, Sri 2 Jagatprakas Malla’s initiation.
On 10 Br(ight half of) Asoj, NS 796, Sri Sri Jitamitra Malla’s initiation.
On 10 Br(ight half of) Asoj, NS 808, Sri Bhupatindra’s initiation.
On 6 Bright half of Kartik, NS 796 is the birthday of Sri Sri Jaya Bhupatindra
Malla. (Regmi 1966: 54)

Diverse Rules of Evidence
Regmi’s Anglo-American historical sensitivity and his interests in political
economy contrasted well with Tirthalal’s medieval Newari Chàta framework
which prioritized culture and identity. Nayaraj’s early medieval Sanskrit
inspirations derived from Bhaskar’s critical methodology and reacting to the
colonial appropriation of the Hindu mind seems distant from both. The key
11

Na:gha:bhani Collections: Tirthalal Manuscripts. ‘Agan-dyo.’ Notebook Ms. Folio
c. 1117 n.s. (2054 v.s.). Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani Library and Museum, Na:gha:, Kathmandu.
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point is that the field of historical scholarship beyond academia in Nepal was
unfolding in the post-1950s as these three kinds of historiography responded
to one another. The different historiography locations, represented by Regmi,
Nayaraj and Tirthalal in this article, were not the only ones that were coexisting
in post-1950s. They are, however, sufficient to indicate the diversity in
historiography as the freshly implanted university education system began
to take root in Nepali social landscape.
Coming from the three different historiographical conventions, Regmi,
Nayaraj and Tirthalal employed distinct rules of evidence. Rules of evidence in
historiography refer to the permissible ways in which evidence is structured in
relation to the argumentation in any history. These rules are shared both by
historians and readers, and form the basis of what both count as the acceptable
ways of knowing the past. Rules of evidence form the groundwork upon
which historical rationality is built in a shared convention (or a culture) of
historiography. In short, they are epistemic blocks. From a textualist perspective,
the evidence-argument structure may manifest, for example, in the manner in
which quotes are selected, reproduced and situated in a text, citations are
embedded, and descriptive statements are related to interpretative statements.
A scrutiny of evidence-argument structure may also involve examining the
practice about accuracy and adequacy of evidence, and the accepted logic of
argumentation for interpreting evidence. A quick analysis of the rules of evidence
employed by Regmi, Nayaraj and Tirthalal in their historical texts will
demonstrate the epistemic diversity in the history writing landscape beyond
formal university system in Nepal. This is important because it will go some
distance towards showing, when compared with the rules of evidence employed
in today’s academic historiography, how there was a loss in this diversity as
the university system strengthened in the country.
In deciphering the rules of evidence employed by Regmi, consider an
image of his text from his 1971 book on the economic history of Nepal (see
Image 2). Note that Regmi’s main text comprises only of general abstract of
his arguments such as, “mines were exploited primarily with the objective of
maximizing production rather than revenue,” and “[a]round 1803, the
government even assumed monopoly in the procurement of such metals...
and imposed a ban on their export” (Regmi 1971: 68).12 References to these
statements are given in footnotes 81 and 83 on the same page.
12

These are marked in Image 2 by vertical lines in the margins.
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Image 2: Regmi’s style of footnoting.
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81

Cf. Gajendra Thapa Granted Authority To Exploit Mineral Deposits In
Bhumlichok (Gorkha), Ashadh Sudi 1, 1861 (June 1804). (2/87); Ijara Grant To
Jasraj For Operation Of Mines, Chaitra Badi 4, 1863 (March 1807). (5/145).
...
83

Order Regarding Collection Of Fees On Land Transactions And Other Matters,
Ashadh Badi 9, 1860 (June 1803). (5/404); Regulations In The Name Of Kapardar
Dhan Singh Ojha, Baisakh Badi 5, 1860 (April 1803). (5/368). Section 15. (Regmi
1971: 66)

Image 3: Regmi’s first source on the state monopoly.
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Anyone familiar with the official Shah and Rana correspondence knows
that the source documents probably did not have titles and were inserted by
Regmi himself. The citations end with a set of numbers separated by an
oblique: the first refers to the numbered bound volume in Regmi Research
Collections (RRC), now preserved in the Tribhuvan University Central Library,
while the second refers to the page number in the bound volume. Regmi here
follows the standard practice of today’s academic publishing. He does not
fully quote the unpublished documents. Crucially, he demands a certain
degree of trust from the readers. While theoretically it is possible for more
discerning readers to trace the cited RRC volume and to assess Regmi’s
textual fidelity, not every inquisitive reader will have an ability, resource or
occasion to go to the Central Library and check the documents. Indeed,
Regmi’s general abstractions have been quoted ad nauseam in the last four
decades without anyone, to my knowledge, taking the trouble of scrutinising
the RRC originals. A little exercise in this direction is revealing as to how this
particular rule of evidence, i.e., of footnote citations, has actually promoted
historians’ authority while sadly sacrificing an opportunity of critically
assessing the documentary evidence.
The fifth RRC volume, which Regmi utilized to comment on the extractive
nature of the early Shah kingdom of Nepal here, does have copies of the two
documents on the subject he cited in the footnotes. On page 145, the said
evidence on the ijàrà grant to Jasraj is as follows (see Image 3):
r}qjbL $ /f]h ^ !*^#13
1. %*) g+ cfu] h;/fh vqLs], Hdfbf/ /3'jL/ dNns],
2. vfo]nL ;fpNof u|ft
} L kmnfd vfgLsf xLhf]
3. b]vL cfh;+d vfO{ rrL{ cfofsf] nufkft o]tL
4. sf ;o] ?k}of;+d b+8s'8
+ d¥of] ck'tfnL nL
5. O{hf/fbf/n] vfg' c£of{nf] b/af/ bfvLnf u/L
6. c¿ p3fpgL k5fpgL rfsrs'O3
{ /ugL -<_ [===
7.

=== ;Djt !*^$ ;fn j};fvjbL
b]vL ;Djt !*^^ ;fn r}q ;'bL !% ;+d ===
9. O{hf/f aS:of}+]14 sf rfsrs'Os
{ f5f];Ltf:d]t -<_
8. !

13
14

The year is marked in a different handwriting.
These three lines are struck out.
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10.

;Djt !*^$ ;fn j};fvjbL ! b]vL r}y ;'bL
!% ;+d o]s ;fnnfO{ O{hf/f aS:of}F qL;7L
12. ;fnsf] Hdf kmnfd wfgL{ !!)! yk wfgL{ @%)
13. Hdf sfrf] kmnfd wfgL{ !#%! adf]hL+ tk;Ln
14. 8L7f dfk{mt d]srLgbf/n] nf-<_=== cfvL/ ;fn
15. jf;Ln afsL a'bf kmf/v bL nLg' c+Gofo]
16. ;f;gf gkL/fpg'
17. tk;Ln
18. d'x8
' f wfgL{ #%) >fj+df wfgL{ #@%
19. du;L/df wfgL{ #@% r}qdf r'kL wfgL{ #%!
20. Olt dLtL ;b/ . (RRC 5: 145)
11.

A cursory reading of the Jasraj’s contract shows at once that one needs to
be a little more imaginative to arrive at Regmi’s abstract from the cited
evidence. First, the said contract (ijàrà) is for a year only. The requirement to
renew the contract every year can be interpreted as the experimental nature
of the act by the state, and not possibly as representing its monopolistic
character. Second, the contract was granted to two people and not only to
Jasraj. Third, the intent of the grant seems to aim at assuring regularity in the
iron production and not maximising it. Fourth, the contractors were given
certain judicial privileges of dealing with amounts up to 100 rupees but, in
the same breath, were forbidden from using coercion (aÉnyàye sàsanà
napãràunu) to extract the output.
Similarly, Regmi cited Kapardari Regulations to justify his claim that the
government monopolized both production and trade of the metals. The said
regulations of 1860 v.s. on pages 368–372 of the fifth RRC volume (cited by
Regmi as footnote number 83) describe a set of duties assigned to Dhanasingh
for the maintenance of the royal household, not, as one would presume from
Regmi’s use, to enforce the state monopoly. The Kapardari works include
regular upkeep and repair of the royal ornaments, armoury and buildings.
The key clauses in the regulations are related to appointments of the skilled
workers (clause 1), resolution of their disputes (clause 11), and keeping the
records of repair and expenses (clause 14). Clause 15, which seems to be
about the said monopoly, reads as follows (see Image 4):
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Image 4: Regmi’s second source on the state monopoly.
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1.

!% ;jfn – xfd|f d'ns
' e/Ldf h; h;sf cdn
df htL ;L;f vfgL 5 b}b:t'/ sf5Ldf cfpGof
3. ;L;f sk/bf/dfk{mt b/af/df bfifLn ug'{
4. a]kf/ xfGof{ ;L;f b/af/df g;f]wL ga]Rg'
5. sk/bf/n] kgL kmnfgf 7fpaf6 -<_ o]tL ;L;f
6. cfof] egL sfhLx¿;Lt e+b} ug'{ . (RRC 5: 372)
2.

The clause stipulates a requirement for the operators of the lead mines in
the country to submit the tax (daidastur) and not the total output itself to the
state treasury through the Kapardar. Moreover, it states that the metal
allocated for sale was not to be sold without the permission of the Darbar,
and the Kapardar was to brief the balance accounts regularly to the ministers.
It is not easy to take this stipulation as the monopoly. Regmi’s both general
abstracts can be then questioned for their empirical content.
To contrast, Samshodhan-Mandal scholars laid a great deal of emphasis
on the critical appraisal of the primary sources. In fact, the Mandal school
was founded to establish an impeccable historiography in Nepal.
Understandably, it stressed on freeing conventional historical writings from
factual and interpretive errors by applying source criticism to the available
evidence. Consider, for instance, one of the early pamphlets in a series called
Attention Paper (Sàvadhàn-patra). The Paper Number 11, published in 2020
v.s., uses a terse language to disqualify two influential contemporary Nepali
historians (see Image 5). The abstract of the Paper on the cover reads:
The Itihas-Samshodhan had criticized, with supporting evidence, the careless
writings of Shri Bal Chandra Sharmaji, who cannot distinguish even the wellknown pair of wife and daughter in history. Now Shri Suryavikram Gyawali-jyu
has begun writing nonsensical history of Nepal to mask, as an advocate, Sharmajyu’s blemishes and to gain favors from him. (Vajracharya, Panta and Paudel
2020 v.s.: cover; my translation)

The issue here is chronology and not, as in Regmi’s case, the nature of
the Nepali state. The evidence, in Samshodhan-Mandal writings, occupies a
prominent position on the page. In fact, their historical writings are primarily
analyses of the evidence about, in this case, the regnal years of kings of Patan.
For Mandal scholars, history is a critical appraisal of evidence. They use
footnotes for giving variant readings of the evidence.
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Image 5: Sàvdhàn-patra, Number 11.

The Mandal’s method of source criticism has grown only more
complicated as it rose to occupy a prominent position in Nepal’s historiography
landscape. An example would suffice: Consider a page in Mandal’s journal
Pårõimà (Image 6).15 One could at once see that Mandal scholars employ

15

For a history of the journal Pårõimà by one of its current editors, see Pant 1996.
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Image 6: Pårõimà 34(1): 380.
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what may be termed as multi-layer source criticism. The main text is divided
into sections (Skt. Kaõóikà). Each section is a hard look on a specific set of
evidence. Various pragmatic devices in the text forces readers immediately to
wrestle against previously cited proofs. Sentences end in clauses such as
“[as] is understandable from the copper plate,” “[so] is known from the
dispatches,” and “for example-” (more evidence follows). The avalanche of
concerns regarding the evidence does not spare the readers any occasion
for reflection or interpretation. Mandal’s rule of evidence is then primarily
about sustained engagement with the fidelity of evidence and often solely
that. For instance, the two copperplates cited in footnote 4 in Image 6 refer to
grants to the Masters of the Shaiva Monastries, the Giris. But note a
qualification there: “if one ignores a word or two, the copperplates have the
same content,” which is followed by a self-critical sub-footnote 1: “I happened
to insert the word dahã in the translation, even when there was only davaguli
in the original” [in the first copperplate]. This correction is appended by
another sub-sub-footnote 1, which gives variant readings in the second
copper plate. It seems that Mandal scholars believe their critical engagement
with evidence will prepare their readers to make correct interpretations, if not
induce into them straightway a proper historical sense. Historical knowledge
as it appears in the pages of Pårõimà is not discursive. While it may be
argued that Mandal’s historical narrative contains the discourse of nationalism
and empiricism, they are never present at rhetorical level, and given their lifelong dedication to the practice of source criticism, probably will never be so.
Samshodhan-Mandal scholars have occupied themselves by the tasks
of deciphering and verifying evidence, while Regmi simply made references
to evidence, as is common today in the most academic writings. Regmi put
forward interpretations although, as shown above, sometimes in a broad
brush and inaccurate manner. Mandal historians prioritized evidence analysis
over overt interpretation of history, claiming that most historians writing on
Nepal hastily jumped over to conclusions which should have been arrived at
only after a thorough scrutiny of evidence. They portrayed other historians
as incapable of the basic empirical judgement and as spirited promoters of
rash ethno-centricism. Most university-based historians have ignored the
Mandal scholars yet continued to reap the fruits of their labor; a few have
made much of the ideological underpinnings of their revisions (Skt.
sam÷odhan) [e.g., Malla 2061 v.s.].
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Image 7: Tirthalal’s printed essay.

The difference between Regmi and Panta can be sharpened by considering
a third position occupied by Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani. A typical work by Tirthalal
has a title that conveys his topic or key argument: ‘Buddha’s disenchantment
upon seeing a sick’ (Na:gha:bhani 1107 n.s.), ‘How old is the tradition of
Mhapuja?’ (Na:gha:bhani 1108 n.s.), ‘The god Bunga: was not brought from
Kamaru’ (Na:gha:bhani 1111 n.s.), ‘When did the Yosin festival in Bhaktapur
begin?’ (Na:gha:bhani 1119 n.s.), and ‘Manesvari and Taleju are not different
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deities’ (Na:gha:bhani 1112 n.s.). Most of his writings do not have footnotes.
Relevant quotes, running often over a page, punctuate his main text.
References are cited before the referred elements and in the long hand.
Tirthalal perceived footnotes and bibliography as mere distractions. He
thought that both in-text and footnote citations are often cleverly employed
by parfesars (i.e., professors) to win an argument without allowing their
opponents and readers to crosscheck the relevant evidence. Indeed, in
resource-scarce societies like Nepal, Tirthalal saw that authors are privileged
over readers by having unequal and often exclusive access to the sources of
knowledge. He thus argued that historians must reveal all their evidence
right in the middle of their text and not conceal under any stylistic pretensions
(Image 7).
Tirthalal’s insistence on embedding evidence right into the very fabric of
historical text can be seen in two of his life-long history projects. The first is
a family genealogy he was still preparing at the time of his death. To appreciate
his endeavor, it is necessary to state that the conventional genealogy in
pictorial form, true to its Indic origins, appears as an upright tree. In a more
recent tabular form, it appears inverted. In Tirthalal’s rendering that spans
9.75 meters long and one meter wide on Nepali handmade paper, an inverted
tree was indeed an end product. But each branch of the tree has on its side
a supporting evidence often copied ad verbatim from the primary sources.
No explanation is provided for, no reference is cited. Tirthalal was familiar
with Nepali genealogical narratives (vam÷àvalãs), but he modelled his work
after medieval non-narrative tree with a crucial difference: evidence is
embedded right into the tree structure. Indeed, the evidence occupies a more
prominent place than the tree itself (see Image 8).16
The second is Tirthalal’s history of his family deity complex (New. âgaÉcheÉ). The history, again modelled after medieval Newari Chàtas, is a series
of bare particulars of events, what I have defined as ‘cases’ elsewhere (Raj
2012). The selection and arrangement of the cases were designed
to communicate historical sense to its readers even in the absence of a
narrative. Thus we have ‘cases’ such as the following on a single page in
Tirthalal’s history (Image 9):

16

Na:gha:bhani Collections: Tirthalal Manuscripts. ‘Na:gha:bhani Genealogy.’ Chart
Ms. Not dated. Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani Library and Museum, Na:gha:, Kathmandu.
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Image 8: Tirthalal’s genealogical chart.
The 13 th touching 14 th of the Dark half in the month of Magh in 762 n.s.,
Dhanista constellation. Shiva Yog. On this day, Shivakrishna Bhandel, a disciple
of Namju Bhaju, instituted Sri 3 Tutelary deity in Na:gha: Gvathanani, Kathmandu.
(Date not mentioned) Anuju donated two ropanãs of land in Kovisa for performing
the rituals during the Shivaratri festivals.
On the solar eclipse, the New Moon in the month of Asoj, 770 n.s., Shri
Krishnaju donated the first floor of the western House adjacent to the âgaÉ,
and the three-storied house in the courtyard to the âgaÉ deity.
In 810 n.s. (blank space to be filled up later), Mansingh-ju offered the big bell in
the âgaÉ. 17

In other words, Tirthalal experimented writing a form of history, which for
him, consists in non-narration and in serialising bare particulars of the past
17
Na:gha:bhani Collections: Tirthalal Manuscripts. ‘âgaÉ-dyo.’ Notebook Ms.
Folio c. 1117 n.s. (2054 v.s.). Tirthalal Na:gha:bhani Library and Museum, Na:gha:,
Kathmandu.
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Image 9: Tirthalal’s history of âgaÉ-cheÉ.
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events. Devoid of a narrative structure, and in the absence of rhetorical,
interpretive or explanatory elements, this history lacked an explicit argument
structure. Yet Tirthalal was confident that his readers would read these cases
as evidence even without him formulating what they were evidence of. He
intuitively understood that a specific order of the cases was sufficient to
create an effect of reality in the mind of his readers. He knew that a particular
selection of the cases itself would be perceived as an historical argument
and that the historian should not burden his text with interpretation. Tirthalal’s
awareness of this strange relationship between evidence and argument was
distinctly rooted in the medieval Chàta tradition, which he strove to revive
by practicing. His attempt was, however, eccentric as the academic history
both within formal university system and beyond rapidly disowned the local
Newari historiography and adopted ‘modern’ Anglo-American rules of
evidence.18

Conclusion
It is clear that academic history landscape in the post-1950 Nepal consisted
of diverse forms of history that exhibited distinct relations between evidence
and argument. Regmi’s treatment of evidence is akin to the way academicians,
both within and outside university system structure their historical narrative
then as well as today. Accordingly, Regmi preferred to state his arguments,
while evidence is left hidden under obscure citations. I have shown that
Regmi’s abstraction is often inaccurate relative to the content in the source
documents. Panta’s historiography is a mix of early medieval rigor found in
Bhaskar’s mathematical treatise and the early 20th century Indian adaptation
of the colonial indological project. Panta therefore wrote history in verse,
and his Samshodhan-Mandal disciples emphasized on the ‘purification’ of
the source materials as a prerequisite of scientific historical method. The
purification consisted in assaying evidence in terms of both consistency
and coherence of its internal elements and its relations with member texts of
the same family, or to the ‘scale of texts.’ The requirement means that Mandal

18

This form of history seems to have died with Tirthalal. I have been able to trace
perhaps its last occurrence elsewhere till 2016 v.s., as Chandraman Joshi of Thimi who,
as a custodian of the most famous medieval Chàta, continued to add cases in his family
book (Panta 2066 v.s.: 223). There is some evidence that Nayaraj Panta also practiced
the Chàta historiography in the 1940s (see, M. Panta 2069 v.s.: 431–435).
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historical texts remained critical analyses of evidence in which arguments
were left implicit or postponed forever. Tirthalal, to contrast, modelled his
history after medieval Newari Chàtas because he took his epistemic
inheritance rather seriously. In many of his published works, Tirthalal put
himself diametrically opposite to Regmi’s (and ours) formal academic
rigor insofar as the presentation of evidence in the text is concerned.
Thus he derided the use of footnotes, in-text citations and the abstract of
references. He experimented with Chàta because it provided him a
possibility to reproduce what he perceived as a true historical sensibility
and sometimes, to counter the hegemony of formal academic style of the
university professors.
At stake in this analysis of evidence-argument relationship in
academic historical texts is what I call epistemic diversity. Note that
epistemological diversity refers to the existence of various theories about
what knowledge is, how it is acquired and under which conditions knowing
something becomes possible. Epistemic diversity may be said to exist if
there is a variety of forms in which special knowledge (such as history) is
reproduced. The Nepali landscape of history writing beyond university
system in the post-1950 period can be said to be epistemically diverse
one. That diversity was manifested in the variety of ways evidence was
embedded in the historical texts of three individuals/institutions engaged in
historical knowledge production. Regmi employed evidence as
embellishments that promised to justify the argument/conclusion he
developed in the main text. Mandal scholars took evidence as resources
whose rigorous criticism would lead to a true and ‘scientific’ knowledge
about the past. Tirthalal used evidence or cases as essential, and often the
only, constituents of history. Metaphorically, Regmi used evidence as a
feather in the cap, Panta as a feather under a lens, and Tirthalal as a feather
in an arrow. Only in Tirthalal’s text is the force of historical argument entirely
guided by the evidence. The argument emerges there even when narrative
structure is absent.
It is necessary to qualify the characterisations of the three individuals/
institutions as pure types as presented above. The three employed all three
manners of use of evidence with varying degrees of consistency. Regmi was
the most disciplined among the three while Tirthalal was the least consistent.
Consequently, Regmi’s works have been the most palatable knowledge for
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the ultimate guardians of academic discipline, the university professors,
who for the obvious reasons, chose to ignore both Panta and Tirthalal.19
Historical texts produced beyond academia in the period 1950s–1980s
displayed more diverse epistemic regimes than in the texts today. Some
speculation on the loss of the epistemic diversity can be made in order to
prompt further enquiries into the issue. This was coincidently the same
period of early expansion of the state-established Tribhuvan University in
particular and the formal university system in general in Nepal. The epistemic
diversity in historiography, demonstrated in this article, was gradually lost
as the university system began establishing its monopoly over knowledge
production. The system began dictating, for instance, what is valid form and
function of historical narrative by putting narrativist historiography at the
core of its history curriculum and pedagogy. Administratively, the university
began regulating the system of certification and equivalence to reproduce
its monopoly.
Put another way, it may be said that the loss in epistemic diversity
occurred as the formal sphere of knowledge production and circulation grew
stronger in Nepali academic landscape. Perhaps that was a part of a wider
informality to formality shift the resource-scarce countries like Nepal were
undergoing in the period. As poor societies around the world fought their
poverty off to unshackle themselves from the hegemony of the few, they
became poorer in the choices they had for future. Political actions were
regularized as periodic elections and protests were staged with heavily
stylized repertoires. Economic behaviors were normalized as transactions in
the market and non-confirmatory exchanges were categorized as ‘informal’
(Agarwala 2013; Guha-Khasnobis, Kanbur and Ostrom 2007). Similarly,
school and university education were standardized as ‘formal,’ while the rest
was gradually brought into the margins of the formal system as ‘informal
education’ (Baker 2011). Consequently, informal economic transactions were
driven into underground. Informal political exchanges were marked as
undemocratic and remnants of a feudal order. The public space, which formerly
allowed all sorts of socio-cultural behavior, now increasingly became a
battleground for collective rent- and privilege-seeking activities. In the period,
19
This can be said by taking note of the continuing trend of citing Regmi for any
subject on Nepal’s economic history and by very few citations Tirthalal’s works managed
to get from the university-based researchers (Maharjan and Raj 2013).
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moves toward openness and pluralism paradoxically resulted in legitimating
only a particular form of political economy that was both formal and universal.
The loss in epistemic diversity was perhaps a manifestation of a deeper
world historical phenomenon, which saw the rise of formality in much of the
poor world in the second-half of the 20th century. But to state that with
confidence, one needs to undertake a more ambitious empirical research
than the scope of the present essay allows for.
Broadly speaking, this article is a preliminary enquiry into the social
arrangements for the production of special knowledge. Similar enquiry may
involve issues related to the involved institutions and individuals. Further,
one may also investigate social rules for defining specialism and special
knowledge, the distribution and reception of such knowledge and the ways
people relate it to other forms of knowledge resources. Such investigations
acquire an additional dimension in the context of resource-scarce societies.
Conventionally, the restricted scope and access to special knowledge in
such societies tend to be interpreted as a monopoly of the few over the
society’s capital and resources. Such a reading often results in prioritising
distribution challenges over production issues. Consequently, policy
recommendations focus on increasing public investments to the formal
institutions of knowledge dissemination such as universities. Broadening
the distribution base may, however, never help develop new formal
institutions, while general neglect is causing decay in the pre-existing
production sites of special knowledge. The discourse of monopoly is thus
not particularly helpful if one aims to discover ways to rejuvenate knowledge
generating activities in such a resource-scarce landscape. For, even if new
knowledge is produced at all, new formal institutions will have limited resource
and ability to claim to monopoly over such knowledge. Either plagiarism will
prevail or various forms of valid knowledge will compete for authority and
legitimacy.
Acknowledging the existence of a range of diverse knowledge forms is
the first step towards a more realistic portrayal of the resource-scarce
landscape of special knowledge production. The questions about the social
arrangements of special knowledge production will then be mainly about the
dynamics within such diversity. In particular, interesting lines of enquiries
will open up about how only certain sites and particular forms of knowledge
are considered as authentic and valid, and how other competing sites and
forms are taken as fake and folk, while still others move to and fro in these
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domains. Formality-informality will then appear as a spectrum and not a
dichotomy. The wide existence of valid knowledge forms will afford producers
of special knowledge a range of choices. As Clifford Geertz (2000) said, the
celebration of diversity – in this case an epistemic one – is not much of use
if that does not contribute to increasing the range of feasible options for that
society to change itself.
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